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STEM Activity Sets

STEM Force & Motion Activity Set
Get your motor running with real STEM learning! 
Discover the science of motion through scientific 
exploration with colourful, engaging tools and 
hands-on activities� Explore the science of “how 
things go” as you conduct investigations, solve 
problems and explore early engineering� Features 
10 double-sided Activity Cards covering all aspects 
of STEM, plus key science concepts of gravity, 
inertia, friction, push/pull and more! Includes 2 
cars, 2 double-sided tracks, 4 weighted blocks, 
pendulum ball, ladder with 2 removable bars and 
a comprehensive Activity Guide with reproducible 
materials�  
Ages 5+ | Track measures 30cm

LER-2822 | $43.90

N
EW

!

Stem-specific products are designed to incorporate all four STEM disciplines (Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) while challenging students to identify problems, 
define goals, design solutions and analyse, build, implement and communicate the results.

STEM Sink or Float Activity Set
Set sail with real STEM learning! Young learners 
can dive into early physics in a fun, colourful 
way with this two-piece submarine and floating 
raft along with weights, balls and stars to bring 
investigations to life� This set also features 10 
detailed Activity Cards (with over 20 engaging, 
high-impact activities) that cover all aspects of 
STEM, plus key science concepts of buoyancy, 
density and more! Comprehensive Activity Guide 
with reproducible materials is also included�   
Ages 5+ | Largest piece (submarine) measures 15cm 
(L) x 9cm (H)

LER-2827 | $43.90

N
EW

!

20  
engaging 
activities!

Prices exclude GST
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Robot Mouse Coding Activity Set
Build your maze and then use the coding cards to create a step-by-step path for the Programmable Robot Mouse�  
Programme the sequence of steps then watch the mouse race to find the cheese!  This deluxe set includes 30 double-
sided coding cards, 10 double-sided activity cards, cheese wedge and activity guide to provide the perfect hands-on 
introduction to coding concepts�  

Create your path with 16 maze grids, 22 maze walls and 3 tunnels for endless possibilities�  The mouse lights up, 
makes sounds and features 2 speeds along with colourful buttons to match coding cards for easy programming and 
sequencing� Requires 3 AAA batteries, not included�    
Ages 5+ | 83 pieces

LER-2831 | $86.50

N
EW

!

Programme your Robot Mouse:

Pick an Activity Card 
with one of the 
challenging mazes�

Build your maze� Use coding cards to 
create a step-by-step 
path�

Programme the 
sequence of steps�

Watch the mouse 
race to find the 
cheese!

Code & Go Programmable Robot Mouse
Jack, the fully programmable robot mouse, is ready to 
follow commands to teach hands-on coding concepts! 
Create a step-by-step path for Jack using the 30 double-
sided coding cards to provide the perfect introduction to 
coding concepts� Jack lights up, makes sounds and features 2 
speeds and colourful buttons to match coding cards for easy 
programming and sequencing� Set includes Activity Guide� 
Jack measures 10cm (L) and requires 3 AAA batteries (not 
included)�  
Ages 5+

LER-2841 | $43.90

N
EW

!

Can be  
used with 

LER-2831 or 
on its own!

Mouse  
lights up 
& makes 
sounds!
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Tumble Trax Magnetic Marble Run
Get critical thinking skills rolling! Create your own 
unique marble run with long, short and curved 
magnetic pieces - then drop the marble from the 
highest point to see your design come to life! Take 
the challenge to the next level by building the 
designs pictured on the activity cards� Engineering 
and problem solving have never been this fun! 
Endless combinations of designs provide multiple 
levels of learning� 
Ages 5+ | 14 magnetic foam pieces, 4 marbles and 10 
activity cards | Longest pieces measure 25cm (L) x 5cm (W)

LER-2821 | $39.90

N
EW

!
STEM Simple Machines Activity Set

Keep it simple with real STEM learning! Discover amazing engineering wonders through scientific exploration with 
colourful, engaging tools and hands-on activities and experiments� Introduce and explore all 6 simple machines 
as you make amazing discoveries, design solutions for real-world problems and conduct your own investigations� 
Includes a lever board, wedge, pulley with rope and hook, cart with 4 removable wheels, Archimedes screw, 4 barrel 
weights, and 10 double-sided Activity Cards to build early engineering and problem solving skills� Comprehensive 
Activity Guide with reproducible materials is also included�  
Ages 5+ | Largest piece (cart) measures 13cm (L) x 9cm (H)

LER-2824 | $43.90

N
EW

!

Prices exclude GST
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Simple Machines Set
Students can construct, examine and explain simple 
machines to develop a deeper understanding of 
how they make work easier� Contains enough pieces 
to build a lever, pulley, inclined plane, wheel and 
axel and wedge - all at the same time!  A 5-in-1 
value!  Modify machines with 4 included weights 
(two 5g and two 10g) and 8 included rubber bands 
to explore effort, force, load, motion and distance�  
Labelled pieces make assembly and storage easy�  
Activity guide included� 
Ages 10+

LER-2442 | $74.90

Mental Blox Critical Building Game
Put on your critical-thinking caps and fire up 
strategic problem solving skills! Recreate a hidden 
arrangement or listen to verbal instructions� These 
endlessly enjoyable blocks mean brain-boosting 
business! The activity cards provide children with 
examples of what to build and children can recreate 
what is on the card or give verbal instructions to a 
partner or a group� Play on teams or with the whole 
class�  Activity guide included� 
Ages 5+ | 20 chunky plastic blocks & 20 activity cards | 
Blocks measure 5cm | One or more players

LER-9280 | $48.90

N
EW

!

Mental Blox 3-D Building Game
Get ready for some puzzle solving fun!  This 
brain-boosting, make-you-think, point-of-view 
game challenges players to build 3-D puzzles 
from different visual perspectives�  Forty 
double-sided cards feature the puzzle on the 
front and the solution on the back�  With three 
levels of play, this puzzle game is a sure way to 
sharpen spatial visualisation, critical thinking 
and problem solving skills�  Activity guide 
included� 
Ages 5+ | 15 colourful blocks | Largest piece 
measures 11.4cm | One or more players

LER-9284 | $48.90

N
EW

!

Build 5 
models  
at once!

Includes 40 
double-sided 

cards!
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Colour Mixer
Mix up some colour for your 
next science experiment! 
Divided flask allows for two 
chambers of coloured liquid and 
a swirly straw provides an exit 
route for the new, mixed colour� 
Just flip it over and out it goes!  
Ages 3+ | Flask (without straw) 
measures 14.6cm (H)

LER-2769 | $15.90

N
EW

!

Colour Mixing Glasses
Observe a world while learning about colour�  
Unique child-size glasses feature easy-to-change 
lenses - 2 each of red, yellow, blue and distortion 
lenses�  Combine up to 2 lenses per side to teach 
colour mixing (secondary colours)�  Overlap 
lenses without their durable plastic frames for 
kaleidescope fun!  Single lenses teach primary 
colour identification or serve as great early 
science tools for observation�  Wipes clean and 
includes colour-mixing guide� 

LER-2446 | $17.90

Jumbo Eyedroppers with Stand
Perfectly sized eyedroppers are a great addition 
to a science centre or sensory table� Children can 
have fun experimenting with cause and effect 
while building fine motor skills� Set of 6 colourful 
droppers store vertically in a convenient stand� 
Ages 3+

LER-2779 | $27.90

Jumbo Test Tubes with Stand
Chunky, durable test tubes put serious science 
safely within reach for young students! 
Encourages inquiry-based investigation and 
hands-on observation�  The plastic tubes are 
safe at temperatures from -12°-93°C and 
feature calibration marks (25, 50, 75 and 100 
ml)�  Includes 6 test tubes, different coloured lids 
(to track experiments), sturdy rack and Activity 
Guide� 
Tubes measure 15 x 4cm in diameter 

LER-2788 | $27.90

Observation and Investigation

Prices exclude GST
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Primary Science Lab Set
Real science tools perfectly sized for little hands!  Set supports 
hands-on early science investigations�  Colourful, durable set 
features measurement markings�  Ten double-sided activity cards 
cover science process skills, living and non-living things, physical 
science, senses and more�  Includes beaker, magnifying glass, 
funnel, eyedropper, flask, tweezers, goggles, large 15cm test 
tube with lid and stand, 2 small test tubes with lids and stand 
plus activity guide� 
Set of 12

LER-2784 | $49.90

Single Sided Mirrors
Flexible single sided plastic mirrors that are easy 
to cut and safe for children to use�  
10 pieces | Size 15 x 10cm

TFC-10484 | $34.90

Real 
Science 
Tools!

Buy 12 
SAVE 

$$

Jumbo Magnifiers
Observe on a grand scale with extra-large magnifiers, sized 
perfectly for small hands�  Ideal for taking a closer look at plants, 
animals and insects in life science lessons�  Built-in stands allow 
hands-free viewing�  Each magnifier’s plastic lens measures 11�4cm 
in diameter and offers 4�5x magnification�  Set includes 6 colours�      
4.5X magnification 

LER-2775A | Single Magnifier | $11.90

LER-2775B | Set of 12 Magnifiers | $128.90
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Horseshoe-Shaped Magnets
Where can you make the magnet stick? How does it work? For these kinds of discussions and more, use these durable, 
plastic horseshoe-shaped magnets� Magnetically correct: one foot north and one foot south� Set of 6 durable, plastic 
horseshoe-shaped magnets come in a rainbow of colours� 
Ages 3+

LER-0790A | Single Magnet | $6.40 

LER-0790B | Set of 6 Magnets | $32.90  

Buy 6 
SAVE 

$$

Giant Horseshoe Magnet
This powerful Giant Horseshoe Magnet 
is plastic-cased and a great choice for 
young children� It is large, safe and 
powerful and can be used for numerous 
general magnetic experiments� 
Size 21cm (L)

EC-MAGHS | $12.50

N
EW

!

21cm 
long!

Magnetic Wands
Talk about attraction! Rainbow-coloured wands 
engage each student in hands-on magnetism 
activities and encourages curiosity about physical 
science�  There are enough wands for whole-class 
activities or learning centres�   
Ages 3+ | Wand length 20cm

LER-0805A | Single Wand | $3.90

LER-0805B | Set of 24 Wands - assorted colours | $84.50

N
EW

!

Big View Bug Jars
Adorable jars have ladybug wings that open to invite little 
learners to investigate insects�  Even children who normally 
shy away from bugs will be excited to capture and observe 
critters (and other items) in these engaging observation 
jars�  Wings open to reveal a 3�5X magnifying lens�   
Screw-on cap and air vents keep specimens secure�   
3.5X magnification | Measures 11.4 x 8.9cm 

LER-2780A | 1 Jar | $10.50 
                    Buy 12+ Jars | $8.50 each

Buy 12+ 
SAVE 

$$

Jumbo Tweezers
These colourful tweezers are just the right size for little 
hands� Each features ergonomic depressions to guide a 
proper pincer–grasp grip� A perfect skill–building resource 
for teachers, specialists and occupational therapists� Set 
of 12 tweezers (in 6 colours) comes in a resealable bucket 
with handle� 
Set of 12 Tweezers | Measures 10cm 

LER-1963 | $22.90

Prices exclude GST
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Zoomy Handheld Digital Microscope
Zoom in on the world around you!  This all-in-one 
handheld digital microscope gives early scientific study 
a whole new perspective and is easy for young children 
to use�  Zoomy magnifies up to 54x and allows students 
to closely analyse the structure of objects in great detail�  
Use with a computer, projector or interactive whiteboard�  
Uploads and connects via USB�  Features maximum photo 
resolution of 1600 x 1200 pixels, VGA CMOS sensor, 8 LED 
lights and 2 lens adapters�   
Ages 4+ | Compatible with PC and Mac

LER-4429B | $86.50

N
EW

!
Luna Interactive Projection Camera

Easy-to-use digital projection camera is also a web 
cam and photo/video camera�  Great for students’ 
multimedia projects across the curriculum or whole-
call demonstrations of manipulatives in action, 
book pages, science models and more�  Connects via 
USB port to use with your computer or interactive 
whiteboard�  Features 3�0MP digital images, 
adjustable gooseneck, auto focus and 8 LED lights�  
No batteries required�   
Compatible with PC and Mac | Measures 51cm

LER-4427 | $229.90

N
EW

!

One-touch 
photo/video 

capture
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CTP-4332
Scientific Method | $6.90

T-38120 
States Of Matter | $6.90

T-38193 
Periodic Table | $6.90

Charts
Enhance learning all year long with reference wall charts�  Size 43 x 56cm.

Curriculum Planning Made Easy Books
Make your working life easier and save time� This series 
provides up-to-date planning for the new New Zealand 
curriculum� It harnesses the relevant elements of our earlier, 
thoroughly tested planning series� These resources present 
highly practical and effective ways of planning classroom 
programmes in Years 1–8� Specific learning outcomes included�

ER-0378  Curriculum Planning 
Made Easy - Science, Social 
Studies & Technology 
Years 1-8 | $44.90

ER-0379  Curriculum Planning 
Made Easy - Arts, Health & 
Science, Languages 
Years 1-8 | $44.90

Think Like a Scientist
Remind students about the steps of the scientific 
method�  Includes the headings Ask Questions, 
Gather Information, Make a Hypothesis, 
Conduct An Experiment, Observe & Record 
Results and Share Results� 
21 pieces & resource guide | Up to 53cm in size

TCR-4867 | $13.90

N
EW

!

Big View Bug Jars
Adorable jars have ladybug wings that open to 
invite little learners to investigate insects�  Even 
children who normally shy away from bugs will be 
excited to capture and observe critters (and other 
items) in these engaging observation jars�  Wings 
open to reveal a 3�5X magnifying lens�  Screw-on 
cap and air vents keep specimens secure�   
3.5X magnification | Measures 11.4 x 8.9cm 

LER-2780A | 1 Jar | $10.50 
                    Buy 12+ Jars | $8.50 each

Buy 12+ 
SAVE 

$$

Prices exclude GST
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Life Science:  Insects and Animals

Jumbo Insects
Realistically detailed insects (fly, ant, bee, ladybug, grasshopper, 
butterfly and dragonfly) invite imaginative play and are perfect 
for encouraging oral language and vocabulary development� 
Durable plastic animals are sized just right for small hands and 
can be wiped clean� Includes an Activity Guide�  
Ages 3+ |  Largest insect (butterfly) measures 20 x 13cm

LER-0789 | $49.90

Giant Magnetic Animal Cell
Giant cell structures printed on raised foam magnets to appear 3-D�  Suitable 
for demonstration or student manipulation�  Includes 4-piece animal cell, 14 
dimensional organelles and activity guide with background information about 
each organelle and reproducible diagram� 
Set of 18 magnets | Measures up to 46cm

LER-6039 | $36.90

Up to 
20cm!
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The Life Size Guide to Insects & 
Other Land Invertebrates of NZ 
Book
Identifying New Zealand’s insects, spiders and other 
land invertebrates is made simple with this new 
guide� Over 300 life-size colour photographs make it 
fun for all the family to learn more about the natural 
world of New Zealand�

PN-283457 | $24.90

Wooden Growth Puzzles
These imaginative layered puzzles show the growth cycle 
concept�  Each puzzle shows four cycles of growth from 
birth to adulthood� Each phase of growth is larger and 
requires more pieces to complete the picture�   
Size 24 x 24cm | Each puzzle has 31 pieces

ED-522016  Bird | $35.90

ED-522012  Chicken | $35.90

ED-522014  Butterfly | $35.90

N
EW

!

Frog Life Magnetic Cycle Set
Model up to 9 stages in the fog life cycle�  The set is 
enlarged for demonstration and the write & wipe 
magnetics feature detailed, realistic illustrations�   
Label-free for versatility! 
Set of 9 magnets | Measures up to 20 x 20cm

LER-6041 | $36.90

Butterfly Life Magnetic Cycle Set
Model up to 9 stages in the butterfly life cycle�  
The set is enlarged for demonstration and the 
write & wipe magnetics feature detailed, realistic 
illustrations�   
Set of 9 magnets | Measures up to 18 x 23cm

LER-6043 | $36.90

Prices exclude GST
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Realistically detailed dinosaurs (Tyrannosaurus Rex, Brachiosaurus, Stegosaurus, Triceratops and Raptor) invite imaginative 
play and are perfect for encouraging oral language and vocabulary development� Durable plastic animals are sized just 
right for small hands and can be wiped clean� Activity Guide included�  
Ages 2+ |  Largest dinosaur measures 25 x 24cm

LER-0786 | $49.90

Life Cycles Mini Bulletin Board
Understand common animal and plan life cycles�  
Includes the lifecycle of a frog, butterfly and 
sunflower� 
48 pieces & resource guide | Up to 53cm in size

CTP-6991 | $13.90

N
EW

!

Up to 
25cm 
high!

Discovering Dinosaurs™ Bulletin 
Board
Larger-than-life learning! Realistic images and fascinating 
facts inspire curiosity for learning about prehistoric 
dinosaurs�  Includes 20 dinosaurs, 20 Fun Facts Cards & a 
teacher guide� 
40 pieces & resource guide

T-8294 | $26.90
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In the Bush Book
Young readers will be fascinated to learn more 
about familiar creatures as well as discover 
other intriguing plants 
and animals and see 
how they relate to each  
other in the forest 
ecosystem� Learn about 
pests and other dangers 
to our native wildlife 
and catch a glimpse 
of animals and plants 
that thrive in wildlife 
sanctuaries�  In the Bush 
includes insects and 
other invertebrates, 
fungi, ferns and mosses, 
birds, bats, introduced 
pests, vines, epiphytes, 
and trees� 
Ages 4+

PB-6196 | $18.90

At the Beach Book
At the Beach is a 
delightful introduction to 
the natural history of the 
New Zealand seashore�
The stage is set with 
beautiful, factually  
correct illustrations 
(including detailed cross-
sections) of three familiar 
habitats—the sandy 
beach, rockpools and 
mudflats� Many of the 
plants and animals that 
play a part in these rich 
ecosystems are  
shown in situ, and  
readers are directed from 
there to pages dedicated to detailed coverage of: crabs, sea 
stars, kina and sea anemones, shellfish, seaweeds, sponges 
and sandhoppers, fish, jellyfish & shrimps, birds�   
Ages 5+

PB-6125 | $18.90

In the Garden Book
In the Garden introduces 
young children to 
common creatures 
they can find in a 
New Zealand garden� 
It is the only guide 
available for young 
children and families 
that shows creatures in 
their natural habitats� 
The book describes 
their relationship with 
other living things, and 
includes many  
interesting and  
intriguing facts� 
Ages 4+

PB-6152 | $18.90

Under The Ocean Book
Under the Ocean 
introduces young 
children to the  
creatures that live in 
the seas around New 
Zealand� The book 
describes different 
habitats: underwater 
reefs, the sea floor, the 
open ocean and the 
deep ocean� Animals 
featured in the fact 
pages include octopus 
and squid, sharks and 
rays, whales, dolphins, 
penguins and many 
others� 
Ages 5+

PB-6158 | $18.90

From Moa to Dinosaurs Book
Go back in time 
to explore ancient 
forests, lakes and 
the seas around 
Zealandia, and 
discover unique 
survivors and long-
extinct animals that 
once made this land 
their home� 
Ages 4+

PB-503093 | $18.90

N
EW

!Whose Beak Is This? Book
Whose Beak is This? 
lets children guess 
the identity of iconic 
New Zealand birds 
from the pictures 
of their beaks, 
while finding out 
some facts about 
the birds along 
the way�  This fun 
approach introduces 
an important science 
concept about 
adaptation – birds’ 
beaks are a very 
obvious adaptation to the kind of food they eat� 
Being encouraged to look closely at the pictures 
teaches observation skills and helps children realise 
how diverse bird species are� 
Ages 4+

PB-213612 | $14.20

N
EW

!

Prices exclude GST
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Hydroponics Lab
Get a 360° view of growing plants from 
the roots up!  Ideal for science fair 
projects and at-home fun, this set of 3 
transparent tubes is a no-soil, mess-free 
way to explore hydroponics with water 
or any other media�  Includes 3 test 
tubes in stands with support rods, seed 
baskets and activity guide�  Durable, 
shatterproof plastic tubes measure 
4�5cm in diameter and 18cm in height� 
Ages 5+

EI-5099 | $39.90

Plants Life Magnetic Cycle Set
Features realistic illustrations to model 6 stages in the life cycles of 
a bean and apple�  The set is enlarged for demonstration and the 
write & wipe magnetic peices feature detailed, realistic illustrations�  
Label-free for versatility! 
Set of 12 magnets | Measures up to 18 x 23cm

LER-6045 | $36.90

The Life Size Guide to Native 
Trees & Other Common Plants 
of New Zealand Book
The Life-Size Guide offers 
an opportunity to explore 
and enjoy the natural world 
of our native plants�

Match leaves, flowers, 
seeds, berries and bark 
against beautiful, life-
sized photographs for fast, 
accurate identification� 
Written by one of New 
Zealand’s foremost writers 
on native plants�

PN-295603 | $24.90

Plants Mini Bulletin Board
Includes Parts of a seed; How seeds 
travel; Plant parts; Plant life cycle; Plant 
adaptations and Edible plant parts� 
30 pieces & resource guide | Up to 53cm in size

CTP-6988 | $13.90

N
EW

!
Life Science:  Ecology

Sunflower Wooden Growth Puzzle
This imaginative layered puzzle shows the Sunflower 
growth cycle concept�  Each puzzle shows four cycles of 
growth from birth to adulthood� Each phase of growth 
is larger and requires more pieces to complete the 
picture�   
Size 24 x 24cm | Each puzzle has 31 pieces

ED-522018 | $35.90

N
EW

!

Two plant 
cycles in 
one set!
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3-D Skeleton Demonstration Magnets
This realistic, three-dimensional magnetic replica of the human 
skeleton is textured to feel like real bones and has interlocking edges 
which are self-correcting�  Set includes 15 textured 3-D magnets, 18 
magnetic labels and an activity guide with a reproducible worksheet�  
Set of 33 magnets | Measures up to 91cm

EI-1760 | $84.50

Parts of a Cell Chart
Informative chart illustrates the nine 
major parts of a cell and includes 
imaginative icons that are helpful as 
memorisation aids�  
Size 43 x 56cm

T-38086 | $6.90

The Body Chart
Clear images and labels make it easy to 
learn the body parts�  Size A3.
 
CI-091001  Bilingual | $5.40
CI-091002  Maori | $5.40

The Body-Maori Magnetic 
Resource

Durable easy-care magnetic labels 
adhere to any magnetic surface� 
39 pieces | Width 5cm

AI-9354 | $5.90

N
EW

!

All prices are exclusive of GST.

Human Body Mini Bulletin Board
Topics include Types of Muscles, Inside the Lungs, Breathing 
Process, Joints, The Heart, Blood Vessels, Digestion in the 
Mouth and Small Intestine absorptions� 
12 pieces & resource guide | Up to 53cm in size

CTP-6987 | $13.90

N
EW

!

Life Science:  Human Body

Prices exclude GST
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Double-Sided Magnetic Human Body
Twice the learning - skeletal system on one side and major organs and muscle groups on the other!  Realistically 
detailed pieces combine to create a body over 0�9m tall�  Great for demonstrations, centres and more�  Includes 
activity guide with reproducible diagrams� 
Set of 17 magnets | Measures up to 91cm

LER-6044 | $39.90

Skeleton Floor Puzzle
Attach the head bone to the neck bone and much more!  
Students learn all the major bones as they assemble the 
unique soft foam puzzle� They can even lie on top of life-
size puzzle to compare it to their own bodies! Each puzzle 
piece is labelled on reverse side�  
Ages 3+ | 15 pieces | When assembled measures 1.21m

LER-3332 | $49.90

Large 
enough to 
lie on top!
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See-Through Compost Container
Three separate, aerated compartments enable kids 
to view the entire decomposition process clearly 
and make side-by-side comparisons between 
different materials� Included thermometers 
demonstrate temperature changes during 
decomposition process�   
Ages 4-12 | 30 (W) x 10 (D) x 20 (H) cm

EI-5095 | $64.90 

N
EW

!

Continents & Countries Bulletin Board
Explore the world with this detailed set that features 
countries, continents and flags of the world� This set 
accurately reflects the latest United Nations listing of 
countries� Use to teach geography, history, cultures, time 
zones and more�  
27 pieces & resource guide | Up to 89cm in size

T-8259 | $23.90

Reduce Reuse Recycle Game
Help save the planet with this exciting board 
game designed to teach children environmental 
responsibility� As children land on Reduce, Reuse or 
Recycle spaces they pick up a corresponding card 
containing an environmental scenario, such as reusing 
a plastic carrier bag as a bin liner� Students move 
forwards or backwards on the board depending on 
whether the scenario is positive or negative, helping 
children to become more environmentally aware 
and socially responsible� Every incident card has been 
weighted based on the benefits or harmfulness of the 
effect�  
2 to 6 players

SK-L65 | $44.90

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle Bulletin Board
Get kids thinking about helping the Earth as they sort 
photos of real-life objects into Reduce, Reuse and Recycle 
bins�  This interactive set includes a header sign and tips 
for making the most of natural resources�  
38 pieces & resource guide | Up to 43cm in size

T-8262 | $21.90

Earth Science:  Planet Earth

Prices exclude GST
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Puzzle Globe
Teaching geography to little ones has never been 
easier or more fun!  Each removable continent features 
a different globe, allowing for ease of use and simple 
self-correction�  Continents also include colourful 
animals and famous landmarks for extended learning� 
Includes base (with oceans labeled), rotatable globe, 6 
continent puzzle pieces, 6 plastic continent labels and 
blank label stickers�   
Ages 3+ | Globe measure 20cm in diameter

LER-7735 | $49.50  Available April

N
EW

!

Inflatable World Globe
Make a game of geography!  Toss 
this 30cm globe to students and have 
them identify continents, countries, 
capitals and oceans or hang for 
display�  Includes repair kit and 
activity guide� 
Measures 30cm

LER-2432 | $13.90

Erupting Volcano Model
Get students fired up about Earth 
science!  This large plastic model makes 
volcano eruption demonstrations easy 
and mess-free�  One half of the detailed 
cross-section includes the names of the 
different parts of a volcano; the other 
has corresponding labels A, B, C and D 
for assessing knowledge�  Includes easy-
to-make lava recipe, 33cm clear plastic 
tray, removable tube for quick cleanup 
and activity guide� 
Ages 6+ | Measures 28cm (H)

LER-2430 | $69.90

World Foam Puzzle
You’ve got the whole world in your 
hands with this giant, fun-to-assemble 
foam puzzle!  A great introduction to 
foreign countries, oceans and exotic 
animals from every corner of the 
world�  Includes 54 extra-soft foam 
pieces that are water-resistant and 
easy to clean�   
Ages 3+ | Size 90 x 60cm

EI-4810 | $48.90

Charts
Enhance learning all year long with reference wall charts�

H-2503   
NZ & World Maps 2-in-1 Pack 
Laminated | Size 127 x 90cm
$39.90

CI-092053                              
New Zealand Map      
Size A3 | $5.40

© Creative Classrooms Ltd.      www.creativeclassrooms.co.nz                                      New Zealand Map                                                                              Ordering Code CI092053

N
EW

! EC-C755  World Map-Pacific  
Centred | Laminated | Size 69.5 x 
49.5cm | $6.90

N
EW

! EC-C070  World Map-Flags 
Laminated | Size 69.5 x 49.5cm  
$6.90

Includes 
lava  

recipe!
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Classroom Thermometer
For indoor and outdoor use, this wall-mounted 
thermometer clearly displays temperatures in 
both Celsius and Fahrenheit scales�  Recessed tube 
prevents breakage�  Measures -40°C  to 50°C� 
Thermometer length 38cm

LER-0380 | $15.90

Boiling Point Thermometers
These durable, non-toxic thermometers measure from -30°C  to 120°C and 
from -22°F to 240°F�  Made of plastic and mercury-free�  Use for measuring 
the boiling points of various liquids� 
Set of 10 | Thermometer length 38cm

LER-2415 | $39.90

T-38119  Water Cycle | $6.90 
Size 43 x 56cm

Seasons | $5.40 | A3 size 
CI-091022  Bilingual
CI-091021  Maori

Charts
Enhance learning all year long with 
reference wall charts�

Seasons - Maori Magnetic 
Resource
24 pieces | Width 5cm
AI-9455  Seasons | $4.90

© Creative Classrooms Ltd.      www.creativeclassrooms.co.nz                                 Weather: Bilingual                                                                                         Ordering Code CI092051

Weather - Ahua o te rangi

windy
hau

rainy
ua

snowy
huka

sunny cloudy
kapua

lightning
uira

rainbow foggy
kohu

ra paki

uenuku 

stary night
whetu

hail
hukatara

Weather | $5.40 | A3 size 
CI-092051  Bilingual

Earth Science:  Weather

Weather Report Mini Bulletin Board
This 65-piece set identifies types of weather, types of clouds, track and record 
weather over time and record temperature�  Set includes 1 Weather Report 
headline, 1 five-day weather chart with 35 weather icons, 1 adjustable 
thermometer, 1 cloud window, 4 cloud identification cards, 11 weather 
picture cards with matching labels and a 4-page guide with background 
information and activities� 
65 pieces & resource guide | Up to 53cm in size

CTP-6955 | $13.90

Ideal size to 
display in 

classrooms!

Prices exclude GST
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Magnetic Learning 
Calendar
Explore weeks, months, years and seasons 
with 51 magnetic date, season and month 
pieces�  Helps include children in making 
plans and scheduling activities�  Features 
a write & wipe surface and holes for 
hanging on a wall or door�  Activity guide 
included�  
Ages 4+ | Measures 30 (L) x 42 (W) cm

LER-0504 | $34.90

Maori Weather Puzzle
High quality handmade wooden puzzle�  
8 pieces | 31 x 39cm

MT-2078  Weather | $36.90

Maori Weather Magnetic Resource
Durable, easy-care magnetic wood will adhere to any magnetic 
surface� 
15 pieces | Up to 9.5cm high 

MT-2075  Weather | $32.90 

Calendar & Weather
This heavy-duty vinyl pocket chart will make teaching your students about the calendar and weather a breeze�  
Includes pockets and preprinted cards with dates, days of the week, months, years, yesterday, today, tomorrow, 
holidays and celebrations, weather conditions and seasons - 136 heavy-duty cards in all!  Chart features storage 
pockets and metal grommets for hanging�  Activity guide included� 
Measures 78 x 112cm

LER-2418 | $64.90
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Giant Magnetic Solar System
Full-colour, realistically detailed magnets capture students’ attention as you model space science concepts on your 
whiteboard�  Includes 8 planets, Pluto (dwarf planet), Sun, Earth’s Moon, asteroid belt and activity guide�   
Set of 12 magnets | Measures up to 25cm

LER-6040 | $36.90

Inflatable Solar System Set
Demonstrate rotation, revolution and orbit in 3 dimensions 
with this durable, washable solar system set�  Teach the position, 
order, size and shape of the planets and sun�  Hooks included for 
easy hanging�  Includes 8 planets, Pluto, Sun, Moon, repair kit, 
convenient foot pump and activity guide�   
Set of 11 | Measures up to 58cm 

LER-2434 | $84.90

Earth Science:  Solar System
Up to 
58cm!

Prices exclude GST
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Solar System Mini Bulletin Board
8 strips featuring realistic graphics of the sun and all of 
the planets� 
8 pieces & resource guide | Each piece is 53 x 15cm

CD-410076 | $13.90

Solar System Bulletin Board
Strengthen students’ knowledge of earths fellow planets 
and the system we share�   Includes 9 planets, moon, 9 
planet cards, 1 sun card and 1 title piece with orbit order� 
21 pieces & resource guide | Up to 1m in size

T-8014 | $21.90

Solar System Chart
The Solar System Chart shows the planets in their 
orbits around the Sun� Each planet is labeled and 
planets are sized to scale�  
Size 43 x 56cm

T-38057 | $6.90

New Zealand’s Night Sky: Prominent 
Stars and Constellations Booklet
When you look up at the stars in  
the night sky it can be easy to think 
of them as lights glowing on a 
large dark ceiling� Can you identify 
the brightest stars and planets? Do 
you know which constellations are 
visible right now, and what their 
stories are?

New Zealand’s Night Sky Booklet 
by the Stardome Observatory and 
Planetarium guides you through 
our southern hemisphere night sky 
with two detailed star maps which 
glow in the dark, allowing you to 
view them outdoors at night� The 
guide also provides a detailed list of 
the constellations with useful  
images and descriptions�

PN-568032 | $11.90

Earth, Moon and Stars Mini Bulletin 
Board

Learn what causes night, day and the seasons, identify 
the phase of the moon and why they occur, what 
causes lunar and solar eclipses, daily changes in 
the length and directions of shadows and different 
positions of the sun, moon and stars at different times 
of the day, month and year� 
19 pieces & resource guide | Up to 53cm in size

CTP-6989 | $13.90

N
EW

!
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Magnet Set
Attract early learners to the wonders of magnetism!  
Chunky, playful magnets in a variety of shapes 
engage children as they discover polarity, attraction 
and repulsion�  Includes 10 activity cards and a 
teacher guide� 
Includes 10 activity cards and a 
teacher guide 

LER-2833 | $54.90

Primary Plus 2 Electronic Kit
Find out about motors, switches, light, sound modules MWB 
radio and sensors� This fantastic kit will provide many hours 
of experimentation and enhanced learning and is ideal 
for extending the basic knowledge of circuits� All the parts 
clip together with press studs� Mistakes can be corrected in 
seconds, maintaining a high level of interest�  Kit contains 
all components required and a 74 page instruction book�   
Over 500 experiments | Ages 8+

BX-03063 | $89.40

Super Magnet Lab Kit
Get magnetised! Everyone gets hands-on exploration with this 
complete 224-piece set� Set includes:  100 Magnetic chips, 100 
Magnetic paper clips, 10 Marbles, 7 Magnetic wands, 2 Metal ring 
magnets, 2 Mini metal horseshoe magnets, 1 Plastic horseshoe 
magnet, 2 Metal bar magnets� Activity guide and durable storage box  
Ages 6+ | 224 pieces

LER-2064 | $64.90 

Physical Science:  Magnetism and Electricity

Primary 2 Electronic Kit
Over 100 engaging experiments!  Find out more 
about motors, switches, sound and light�  Suitable 
for classroom or home use, the comprehensive 
manual makes experiments easy to follow�  All parts 
are designed for simple and quick assembly, the 
components being connected together with press-
studs�  All the parts are colour coded and numbered 
making the kits suitable for all ability levels� Kit 
contains all components required and a 15 page 
instruction book�   
Over 100 experiments | Ages 8+

BX-03056 | $54.90

N
EW

!

224  
pieces

Prices exclude GST
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Pole Marbles
Colour-coded, plastic-cased magnetic 
marbles� Not only do they attract and 
repel, the colour coding reinforces that 
opposite attract and likes repel� Red 
will only ever stick to blue� 
Pack of 20 marbles 

EC-POLEM20 | $13.90

Magnetic Counting Chips
Though not magnet themselves, these 
colourful transparent discs have a thin 
metal band around the outside,  
making them attract to any magnet�  
Not for whiteboard use� 
Pack of 100 chips 

TFC-51072 | $19.90

Pole Magnets
A set of two “I” and “U” shaped magnets which offer an 
easy way to teach magnetic attraction and repulsion�  
2 magnets

AI-OCM7056 | $3.90

Horseshoe-Shaped Magnets
Where can you make the magnet stick? How does it work? 
For these kinds of discussions and more, use these durable, 
plastic horseshoe-shaped magnets� Magnetically correct: 
one foot north and one foot south� Set of 6 durable, plastic 
horseshoe-shaped magnets come in a rainbow of colours� 
Ages 3+

LER-0790A | Single Magnet | $6.40 

LER-0790B | Set of 6 Magnets | $32.90  

Buy 6 
SAVE 

$$
Giant Horseshoe Magnet

This powerful Giant Horseshoe Magnet is plastic-
cased and a great choice for young children� It 
is large, safe and powerful and can be used for 
numerous general magnetic experiments� 
Size 21cm (L)

EC-MAGHS | $12.50
N

EW
!

Magnetic Wands
Talk about attraction! Rainbow-coloured wands 
engage each student in hands-on magnetism 
activities and encourages curiosity about physical 
science�  There are enough wands for whole-class 
activities or learning centres�   
Ages 3+ | Wand length 20cm

LER-0805A | Single Wand | $3.90

LER-0805B | Set of 24 Wands - assorted colours | $84.50

N
EW

!

Iron Filings Bubble
Rectangular, plastic-cased iron filings 
show the effect of magnetic force field 
when in the proximity of a magnet� 
Measures 9.7 x 7 x 1cm

EC-IRONFB | $3.90

Buy 24 
SAVE 

$$
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Litre Set
When filled with liquids or solids, this set of 6 graduated, 
clear containers reveals the relationship between volume, 
capacity, mass and shape�  Each is 11cm high and holds 
0�25 - 1 litre�       
Set of 6

LER-1206 | $42.90

Measuring Spoons
Set of five sturdy plastic measures comes 
with detachable rings and nests for 
storage�  Includes 1/8 teaspoon (0�62ml), 
1/4 teaspoon (1�25ml), 1/2 teaspoon 
(2�5ml), 1 teaspoon (5ml), 1/2 tablespoon 
(7�5ml) and 1 tablespoon (15ml)�  
Set of 6    

LER-4291 | $4.90

Graduated Cylinders
Durable polypropylene cylinders come in calibrations of 10ml, 
25ml, 100ml, 250ml, 500ml and 1000ml�  Autoclavable for easy 
cleaning�     
Set of 7 

LER-2906 | $54.90

Measuring Cups
Measuring cups are an ideal way to teach an 
understanding of measurement, mass and 
volume� Cup sizes: 29�5ml (1/8 cup), 59ml 
(1/4 cup), 79ml (1/3 cup), 118ml (1/2 cup) 
and 236ml (1 cup)� 
5 cups

EC-DMC5 | $5.90

Volume Chart
Volume chart shows 
basic formulas and 
definitions for volume� 
Size 43 x 56cm

T-38020 | $6.90

Classroom Liquid Measurement Set
This deluxe set includes everything you need to teach liquid 
measurement in metric and imperial units� Measuring cups and 
spoons nest for easy storage� Clearly marked, each piece is made 
of durable plastic for years of use� Activity Guide included�   
Ages 5+ | 19 pieces

LER-0360 | $56.90

Funnels
Set of 3 nested funnels� 
Set of 3 | 3 sizes:  12cm, 11cm, 9cm (W)

TFC-12403 | $6.90N
EW

!

Physical Science:  Measurement

Prices exclude GST
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Demonstration Tool Set
Removable handles help you hold oversize demonstration tools 
in place as you model activities� Compass with suction cup and 
attachable adapter for use with a marker or chalk� Includes canvas 
tote with handles for easy storage�  Compass: Use with chalk or 
dry-erase markers, includes attachable marker adapter, measures 
43cm; Protractor: Measures 36cm with vertex indicator and handle;  
Folding Metre Stick: Features both metric and imperial increments; 2 
Triangles: Feature removable handles� 
Made of plastic | 5 pieces

LER-35599 | $74.90

Platform Scales
Measure liquids and solids accurately in 
removable pans�  Easy-to-read display 
shows results in both customary and 
metric systems�  Scale has 5kg capacity�    
Ages 8+ | 5kg capacity

LER-2345 | $24.90

Spring Scale
Sturdy plastic, calibrated in grams and 
ounces�  Promotes estimation and 
measurement skills�  Zero adjustment 
dial for accuracy�  Features 1000g 
capacity� 
1000g capacity | Ages 8+

LER-2016 | $16.90

Primary Bucket Balance
Explore volume and compare solids and liquids with this 
sturdy bucket balance�   Graduated, clear buckets can 
hold solids or up to 400ml of liquid�  Easy-pour spout 
on removable buckets takes the mess out of measuring 
liquids�  Lids can be used as platforms�  Built-in drawer is 
perfect for storing weights�   
Ages 4+ | Measures 42cm (L)

LER-1521 | $34.90

Pan Balance
Teach measurement with this durable plastic balance and 
weights�  Buckets detach for easy clean up and hold up 
to one litre�  Sliding compensator for zero adjustments 
provides accurate measurements�  Set includes five each of 
5-gram and 10-gram weights�     
Ages 4+ | Measures 62cm (L)

LER-0897 | $49.90

Electronic Scale
Electronic Scale digitally displays 
increments of 1g and up to 5kg�  
Battery operated� 
Measures 1g to 5kg

TFC-10537 | $42.90

Trundle Wheel
Now it’s easy to measure long distances 
using metrics! 
Counting 
“clicker” clicks 
with each metre 
so students see 
and hear the 
measurement� 
Easy-grip handle 
adjusts for 
various student 
and teacher 
heights� Non-
slip rubber tyre 
for accurate 
reading� 
Ages 6+

LER-0343 | $56.90

N
EW

! Use with 
chalk or 

whiteboard 
markers

Use with 
solids or 
liquids!
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Tape Measure
Easy wind-up tape is 
marked in millimeters 
and centimetres on one 
side and inches and feet 
on the other�  Durable 
casing for years of use�    
Ages 4+ | 10 metre

LER-0365 | $16.90

Metric Weight Sets
Set contains 20 each of 1g and 
5g, ten 10g, four 20g, two 
100g and one each of 500g 
and 1000g weights�  Stackable, 
colour-coded weights come in a 
plastic storage box�    
Set of 58 weights

LER-32071 | $49.90

Hexagram Metric Weight Set
Set of 54 contains 20 each of 
1g and 5g weights, plus ten 
10g and four 20g weights�  
Stackable,colour-coded 
weights come in a plastic 
storage box�  Includes activity 
guide�  
Set of 54 pieces | Ages 8+

LER-4292 | $17.90

Tape Measures:  Set of 10
This 152cm plastic tape 
features centimetres on 
one side and inches on 
the other side�   
Set of 10

LER-0363 | $16.90

Centimetre Cubes
Perfect for counting, measuring and 
patterning� Set of 1000 plastic 1cm 
cubes in 10 colours come in a storage 
bucket with Activity Guide� 
Ages 6+ | 1000 pieces | Cubes measure 
1cm 

LER-2089 | $49.90Metal Weights
Precision set of 11 metal weights� This set consists of: 50g 
(1), 20g (2), 10g (2), 5g (2), 2g (2) and 1g (2)�  
11 pieces

TFC-10224 | $19.90

Metre Ruler Folding Chalk/
Whiteboard
This metre ruler folds in the middle for easy storage with 
removable handle� Strong magnetic buttons hold this ruler 
to any magnetic whiteboards or blackboards� Can be used 
as a T-Square�  
1 metre long

TFC-11087 | $23.90

Measurement:  
Metric Chart
Chart shows metric 
measurement for length and 
distance, capacity and weight�  
Size 43 x 56cm

T-38016 | $6.90

Three Bear Family Counters
Bears are proportionally weighted and can be used on 
a balance for measurement discoveries� This 96-piece 
Rainbow Set contains 24 Papa, 24 Mama and 48 Baby 
Bear counters in six colours� 
Ages 3+ | 96 pieces | Packaged in reusable storage container

LER-0744 | $34.90

N
EW

!

Flex Ruler - 30cm
This ruler is 100% shatterproof and has an anti 
skid soft grip to help hold the ruler in position� The 
progressive graduations make it easier to read when 
drafting� 
Size 30cm

PL-8244030 | $3.40

N
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!

Prices exclude GST


